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Abstract—Cooperative techniques in wireless mobile networks
typically leverage short-range communication technologies, e.g.,
WiFi, to allow data exchange between devices forming a mobile
cloud. These mobile clouds have been considered as a key to
reduce the cost of multicast services for the network operators
as well as a means to deliver a better quality to the users. In
fact, LTE-A includes Device-to-Device communication capabilities
to enable such a direct communication between devices. The
underlying assumption for attaining the throughput gains in
mobile clouds is that the communication rate between devices
is typically larger than the data rate from the base station to a
receiver. However, while the data rates on cellular technologies
have been steadily increasing, short-range communication speeds
have remained largely unchanged calling into question these
assumptions. This work’s goal is to assess the operating regions
where the use of cooperation results in a higher throughput
and/or energy saving. We consider a multicasting and a cooperative scheme with network coded mechanisms, as they typically
outperform uncoded approaches. Our analysis and numerical
results show that gains of several fold can be attained even if the
data rate of the short-range technologies is moderately larger,
e.g., 2x larger, than the cellular link data rate.
Keywords—4G, cooperation, energy, mobile clouds, network
coding, throughput

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Data traffic is expected to grow by an order of magnitude
for wireless mobile devices due largely to video services. This
presents significant technical challenges for mobile operators
to provide high quality of experience to the network users at
high data rates, with low delay, while maintaining a low energy
consumption in the mobile devices. Thus, mechanisms that
can offload infrastructure networks have gathered significant
interest from both academia and industry.
To address some of these challenges in multicast transmissions, wireless cooperation between receivers leveraging
a separate communication channel to exchange missing data
packets (instead of requesting them directly from the cellular
infrastructure as in Fig. 1) are known to provide large gains
over simply broadcasting the data [1].
This potential for cooperation has resulted in the inclusion of device-to-device (D2D) communication in the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standardization efforts.
Beyond offloading the network operator, these cooperative
techniques can result in increased reliability, coverage extension, and even increased throughput to end receivers.
In this context, network coding (NC) [2] provides not only
a faster and more efficient approach to broadcast the data to the
users, as shown by [3], but it simplifies the cooperation process
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Fig. 1: Single source multiple sink topology of N receivers

since (i) devices need not know the specific packets missing
at other devices, only the number of linear combinations
available; and (ii) transmissions from a single device during the
cooperation process can be used to heal a packet at multiple
receivers, i.e., each transmission in the cooperation phase can
have a larger impact for the end-receivers. This intuition has
been exploited in previous work ranging from analysis to
optimal policies and practical mechanisms, e.g., [4], [5].
However, the conventional wisdom of such cooperative
techniques is that the secondary channel is considerably faster
than the channel to the base station. Although this assumption
was reasonable in the context of 2G and 3G communications,
the much higher data rates achievable in LTE-A (4G) calls
this assumption into question. The reason is that alternative
technologies for device to device communications, e.g., WiFi,
may no longer be faster than LTE-A as their data rates have
stayed moderately constant over time. Additionally, if the
devices cooperate using D2D of LTE-A the data rate for
cooperation will also be limited by the common channel and
could be the same data rate in some cases. Thus, the goal
of this paper is to revisit the problem of device cooperation
focusing on the specific regions of operation where it can bring
gains in throughput and energy.
Some of the analysis of mean performance for cooperative
schemes has been carried out before, e.g., [4], [6], however
this paper provides an in-depth study of the distributions of
the number of transmitted packets of different broadcast and
cooperative schemes with NC (Section II). Leveraging these
distributions, we derive the throughput and energy performance
of the various schemes (Section III). In particular, we introduce the natural concept of stable throughput for cooperative
schemes. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been
considered before because of the conventional assumption that
the cellular data rate is the bottleneck in the communication
process. Our analysis allows us to determine the regions where
cooperation provides gains over broadcasting (Section IV).

II.

M ODEL AND T RANSMISSION S CHEMES

We consider the problem of reliably transmitting a batch of
packets from a source to N receivers using various transmission schemes. The batch constitutes a generation of g packets
which we code using random linear network coding (RLNC)
with field size q [7]. We assume independent heterogeneous
erasure rates on the links from the source to the receivers,
j , j = [1, N ], to derive the expressions.
We review two transmission schemes namely broadcast
RLNC and cooperation with NC. For the cooperative scheme
the receivers communicate among themselves to locally repair
missing packets. We model the number of transmission as
random variables using the geometric distribution as a building
block to derive the probability mass functions (pmf) in order
to obtain a complete description of the transmission process.
We first give a new expression of the pmf for RLNC with no
erasures and then compute the pmf for the schemes.
A. RLNC Probabiblity Mass Function
Consider the case of a single source - destination pair
without erasures. Let TRLN C,i be a r.v. for the number of transmissions needed to receive a linearly independent (l.i.) coded
packet in a stage of RLNC, i.e. once i − 1 l.i. packets have
been received. This is a geometric distribution with success
probability P
given by pi = 1 − q −g+(i−1) , i ∈ [1, g]. Following,
g
TRLN C = i=1 TRLN C,i transmissions are necessary to decode g packets. Therefore, the code pmf can be computed using
a characteristic function approach to make the analysis more
tractable. Consequently, we obtain
Qg the pmf for RLNC without
erasures in (1), where Pg = i=1 pi = Pr[TRLN C = g] is the
probability of decoding in exactly g transmissions, γi = 1 − pi
is the probabilityQof receiving a linearly dependent coded
g
packet and ai = m=1,m6=i (1 − q m−i )−1 is a scaling factor
for γi that quantifies the effect of the linear dependence in the
decoding probability.
fTRLN C (t; q, g) = Pr[TRLN C = t] =
g
X
Pg
ai γi t−g , t ∈ [g, ∞)

(1)

i=1

B. Broadcast RLNC
As an approximation, we consider the case of finding the
required transmissions for the maximum of N independent
unicast sessions which makes the results an upper bound since
we are excluding the transmissions accounting common coded
packets. For each unicast session, we first model a single
source - destination pair with erasure  with RLNC and then
proceed to calculate the broadcast case. Here, we need to
account for g l.i. received packets in t transmissions. Hence, we
need to consider all the cases where i l.i. packets are received
(with the final success in t, which [8], [9] do not consider)
and t − i packets were lost or linearly dependent. For this,
we review two main probabilities in the same way as [10].
First, let Pr[TSi = t] be the probability for receiving i coded
packets in t transmission (only considering the erasures), then
TSi ∼ NB(i, 1 − ). Second, the probability that g coded
packets are l.i. in i slots, is Pr[TRLN C = i]. Subsequently,

the probability of decoding in exactly t slots for a single user
with RLNC based unicast with erasure , TU,cod , is:
t 
X
i=g

fTU,cod (t; , q, g) = Pr[TU,cod = t] =
(2)

t−1
(1 − )i t−i fTRLN C (i; q, g), t ∈ [g, ∞)
i−1

Since each receiver just needs to collect different linear
combinations to decode the packets, the number of transmissions will be bounded by the receiver that performs the worst
in terms of retransmissions, i.e. TB,cod = maxj=[1,N ] TUj ,cod ,
which we calculate by a c.d.f. approach. For the probability of
the maximum being less than or equal to t transmissions, this
must occur for every receiver. Then, under the independence
assumption, we can compute
QN the c.d.f for broadcast RLNC,
e.g. Pr[TB,cod ≤ t] = j=1 Pr[TUj ,cod ≤ t] from (2) with
the resulting pmf in (3).
fTB,cod (t; N, 1 , . . . , N , q, g) =
(3)
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, t ∈ [g, ∞)
We notice that the expression in (3) is the general case
for low field sizes of the randomized broadcast coding scheme
reviewed in [3], since if we let q → ∞ in (3), then the c.d.f.
used to compute (3) tends to the c.d.f. used to compute the
mean and variance in section III-B of [3].
C. Cloud Cooperation with Coding
For the cooperation scheme, we consider a mobile cloud
composed of H receivers (H < N ) with cellular connection,
the heads and N − H receivers the non-heads, with a local
connection to the heads. Packet transmissions takes place in
two stages: (i) between source and heads and (ii) between
heads and non-heads, which we label the cellular and local
stage respectively. For the cellular stage, the source broadcast
a coded packet to the heads which receive it collectively, i.e.
it is enough that one head gets it for the cloud to acknowledge
reception, with the stage finishing once the heads get the
generation as a group. In the local stage, the heads broadcast
recoded packets in a round robin fashion to the non-heads.
The local stage finishes once all receivers have decoded the
generation.
Under this condition, the distribution of receiving g packets
in the cellular stage for the heads, TC,cod is modeled as
QH
TU,cod but with a success probability given by 1 − j=1 j
because all links need to fail for a packet to not be received.
In the local stage the heads takes turn to broadcast to the
non-heads, which is a particular case of (3). The total number of transmissions for this scheme, TCC,cod , is given by
QH
TCC,cod = TC,cod (H, j=1 j , g, q) + TB,cod (N − H, , g, q)
where the parentheses notation indicates the evaluation of the
pmf with the given parameters.

III.

P ERFORMANCE M ETRICS

With the pmf for each scheme from section II, we calculate
the moments for the number of transmissions which allows us
to compute the throughput and energy.

We define throughput gain as the ratio of the cloud cooperation and broadcast RLNC throughputs. The energy gain of
cooperation over broadcast is defined as the saving in energy
for the devices, since cooperation always save energy at the
BS.

A. Throughput

IV.

We define the throughput in the cloud cooperation scheme
for a given erasure rate, generation and field size in the
following way:
g
Ref f,CC =
max(Ts,cel TC,cod (H), Ts,loc TB,cod (N − H))
(4)
In (4), Ts,cel and Ts,loc are the duration of a time slot in
the cellular and local stages, respectively. The effective rate
perceived by a user will be the information sent divided by
the completion time. For broadcast RLNC, the throughput is
g
Ref f,B = Ts,cel TB,cod
(N ) .
B. Energy Consumption
We review the energy spent for the BS and average energy
per receiver for the cooperation and broadcast schemes on the
coded cases for a given erasure and code parameters. First, the
energy consumption for broadcast is as follows:
ETx = Ecel TB,cod (N ) ; ERx = Ecel TB,cod (N )

(5)

With the obtained expressions, we can evaluate broadcast
and cooperation to study the impact on the throughput and
energy at the receivers, as we vary the number of users, the
ratio between the cellular and local costs, and the erasure rates
on the cellular and local links. We use a set of parameters in
the following ranges 1 ≤ N ≤ 50, g = {64, 128}, q = 28 and
0 ≤  ≤ 0.6. The timeslot duration is set to Ts,cel = 0.5 ms
to conform to the LTE-A E-UTRA [11] and its set of D2D
specifications. For the energy, we extracted the energy per bit
cost from the energy model in [12] and use a packet size NB
of 500 B.
Fig. 2 shows the throughput as defined in (4) for the
different cooperation schemes and broadcast RLNC when
the cellular and local data rate are identical. Generally as
the number of users increase the sustainable throughput to
each receiver decreases. The highest throughput is obtained
when the majority are heads, as this reduces the work in
the local phase. As the number of non-heads increases the
throughput with cooperation tends to that of broadcast, because
the transmissions on the local stage becomes the dominating
cost.

Where Ecel = NB EB is the energy cost per packet in
the cellular stage, NB is the number of bytes per packet and
EB is the energy per byte proportional to the energy per bit.
In a similar way, the energy expenditure for the cooperation
schemes is shown in (6).

C. Cellular vs. Local Links
The performance of cooperation will depend on the
throughput and energy use per bit on the local links vs. that
on the cellular links. Therefore, we define the rt as the ratio
between cellular and local throughput, and re as the ratio
between the cellular and local energy.
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D. Gain Regions
For the analysis with different erasure rates per stage, we
define the throughput and energy gains of cloud cooperation
against broadcast RLNC from (5) and (6) as shown in (8).
E{TB,cod (N, cel )}
max(rt E{TC,cod (H, cel )}, E{TB,cod (N, cel )})
(8)

H
re N E{TC,cod (H, cel ) + TB,cod (N − H, loc )}
Ge = 1−
re E{TB,cod (N, cel )}
Gt =

Fig. 2: Schemes throughput for equal date rate costs in the cellular
and local link. Used parameters: g = 64, q = 28 ,  = 0.4, rt = 1

Fig. 3 shows the energy spent per device where the energy
costs are the same on the cellular and local links for both
schemes. For a low amount of users, the energy consumption
for the cooperation scheme is higher than broadcast because
the amount of transmissions in the cellular and local links
are comparable. As the number of user increases, the number
of transmissions in the cellular link tends to g while the
transmissions in the local link increases reducing the difference
in performance.
Fig. 4 shows how the throughput varies depending on
the ratio of the cellular and local data rate. The ratios are
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cost for the local links is higher than the cellular energy
cost, the cooperative scheme expends more energy than the
broadcast scheme. The additional consumption for cooperation
comes from the transmissions in the local stage. Contrarily,
when the cost of the local links is lower than the cost of the
cellular links, then the cooperation scheme uses less energy
than broadcast. For the cooperation schemes, the consumption
is determined by the number of heads on the cellular stage.
For a low number of heads, energy consumption is the lowest
because the transmissions on the cellular links are for a few
devices only.
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Fig. 3: Schemes energy consumption for equal energy costs in the
cellular and local link. Used parameters: g = 64, q = 28 ,  =
0.4, re = 1
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obtained by fixing the cellular data rate and varying the local
data rate. When the local data rate is lower than the cellular
rate the cooperative schemes provides lower throughput than
the broadcast scheme. Conversely, when the local data rate
is higher than the cellular data rate, the cooperative schemes
delivers a higher throughput than broadcast. The throughput
is highest when the local links rate are twice as faster as the
cellular ones. The number of heads controls how much gain
can be obtained and where it occurs for a given ratio. When
the number of heads decreases, the throughput also diminishes
because there are fewer heads each with an independent chance
of receiving the packet.
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Fig. 5: The energy per generation of broadcast and cooperation with
different number of heads, for different ratios between the energy per
bit on the cellular and local link. Used parameters: g = 64, q =
28 ,  = 0.4, N = 50.

Fig. 6 shows the regions where cooperation provides a gain
in terms of throughput for a wide range of erasure rates on the
cellular and local links. The lines show where broadcast and
cooperation performs the same, for rt = [0.5, 0.8, 1, 1.5, 2].
In the region below each line, cooperation provides higher
throughput than broadcast for that particular rt . Above the
line broadcast performs better. E.g. in the case of a fast local
link rt = 0.5 then cooperation provides a gain for almost all
considered erasure rates, even in cases where the local erasure
rate is much higher than the cellular.

1200
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20
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21

Fig. 4: The throughput of broadcast and cooperation with different
number of heads, for different ratios between the data rate on the
cellular and local link. Used parameters: g = 64, q = 28 ,  =
0.4, N = 50.

Fig. 5 shows how the energy for the devices changes as
ratio between the cellular and local energy per bit changes.
The energy cost in the cellular link is fixed and cost on the
local link is changed to obtain the different ratios, consequently
the energy per bit for broadcast is constant. When the energy

Fig. 7 shows the regions where cooperation provides a
gain in terms of energy saving on the devices for various erasure rates on the cellular and local links. The lines
show where broadcast and cooperation performs the same,
for re = [0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2]. In the region below each line,
cooperation provides a lower energy per bit than broadcast for
that particular re . Above the line broadcast performs better.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS

This work revisits the problem of wireless cooperation with
network coding on cellular systems for multicast sessions in
light of the increased data rates of current 4G and future 5G
mobile networks and the stagnant data rates in short-range
technologies, e.g., WiFi. This is particularly relevant because
it breaks with the common assumption that the cooperative
cluster can communicate locally at much higher data rates than
the direct link to the cellular base station.
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rt

at the receivers. The latter is not possible if a large fraction
of the cooperative cluster is actively receiving directly from
the base station with only a few exchanges needed during the
cooperation process.
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=

Future work shall focus on protocol design for cooperative
schemes in highly-dense scenarios as well as implementation
and evaluation of the most promising schemes in Aalborg
University’s Raspberry Pi testbed [13].
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